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been seeing the new TeleMatrix colour inserts in
Customize You've
advertisements, and as you might suppose, they are very
Imagine not only your choice of stylish telephone
Your Guest Telephones popular!
designs to complement the new directions in technology styling
but now you can easily add that distinctive colour
with a Touch of Colour incradleyourthatrooms,perfectly
coordinates with your colour scheme.
Colour inserts are optional on the 9600* DECT Cordless Series.
Seven (7) colour options provide a range of
modern accents that makes matching your
rooms’ décor a snap. Premium
custom-colours are also available.†
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Cordless Telephones from TeleMatrix
The Marquis 9600* DECT Cordless Series with multiple handsets represent the
new cordless generation from TeleMatrix. DECT (Digitally Enhanced Cordless
Telecommunications) is an established global standard, now being adopted in the USA.
This new, clear-channel technology, coupled with TeleMatrix’s dynamic telephone designs,
is revolutionizing the hotel cordless world.
The TeleMatrix Cordless Series is about to change the way you think about telephones.
Designed from inception to be the undisputed next generation guest room telephones,
the Cordless Series comes in your choice of black or ash, with a stunning custom designer
option of 7 colour inserts† (see back cover).

*The 9600 Series is available in three frequencies: 9600 Series = DECT 6.0 Domestic, 1.93GHz; 9600 Series = DECT 1.8GHz Europe; 9200 Series = DCT 2.4GHz China. †Custom Colour: minimum orders of 250 telephones, of the same model. Premium Custom Colour: minimum orders of 500 telephones, of same model.
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